HAVE YOU BEEN "STUNG" BY A TRUST DENTIST?

Many people in Oregon during this campaign have told me how they have been imposed upon by members of the Dental Trust, and many more have written to me of how they have been robbed.

I want all the facts I can get on such cases. If you have been a victim, give me the facts either in person or by letter.

Here is one case: A man took his daughter to a Trust dentist and was told that the tooth must be taken out, but it was such a difficult operation he was advised to take the child to another dentist—member of the Trust—who made a specialty of such work. The father did as directed and was charged $4.00 for a simple extraction that took about ten minutes. A few weeks ago the father had to have a badly broken-down tooth pulled and came to my office and paid $1.00 for the operation. A few days' ago he asked why it was that he was charged $4.00 by the Trust dentist and only $1.00 in my office.

ANSWER: The Trust dentist charged $4.00 because he had to split his fee half and half with the other Trust dentist who sent him the patient. See.

Another case is that of a woman who paid $67.50 for four gold fillings and having her teeth cleaned. She says the worst part of it was she was kept running to the office about every other day for a month, and, being a working woman, she couldn't afford to lose the time, and was, at last, charged a bill for $57.50. Twenty-five dollars would have been a big price for her work.

These Cases are only two of many. I shall give more of them. If you have been a victim, let me know. No names will be used.
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